Greetings!

Have you heard? Chris Tomlin is coming to the Inland Northwest for a very special concert April 21st at the Toyota Center in Kennewick! I wanted to send you a special note to let you know that we’re giving away a few tickets!

Starting tomorrow (Monday), listen for a giveaway called "5-4-3-2-1!" Every day, at 5:20 p.m., I'll give away a pair (two) of tickets.

Here's how it works:
- Monday: A pair of Row 5 tickets
- Tuesday: A pair of Row 4 tickets
- Wednesday: A pair of Row 3 tickets
- Thursday: A pair of Row 2 tickets
- Friday: A pair of FRONT ROW tickets!

If you listen throughout the day, you may also hear Don Godman or Elizabeth Nelson offer up some other pretty neat prizes, as well! They've each got a ton of Chris Tomlin CDs to give away! All week long!

This is our final giveaway for Chris Tomlin concert tickets, so be sure to listen in all next week for a chance to win! And of course, don't delay your ticket purchase. Latest word I have is they are selling fast here in the final few days leading up to the concert - one week from tonight! (Concert is Sunday, April 21.)